
VOL XIV SUPREME COURT OF CANADA

PURCELL RESPONDENT APPELLANT
AND

ALEXANDER KENNEDY PETITIONER RESPONDENT

ON APPEAL FROM THE JUDGMENT OF MR JUSTICE ROSE

SITTING FOR THE TRIAL OF THE GLENGARRY CON
TROVERTED ELECTION CASE

Election petitionRuling by judge at trialAppeal-Dominion Con

troverted Elections Act ch sees 32 33 and 50Con
struction of_TimeExtension otJurisdiction

Held 1st That the decision of judge at the trial of an election

petition overruling an objection taken by respondent to the

jurisdiction of the judge to go on with the trial on the ground

that more than six months had elapsed since the the date of the

presentation of the petition is appealable to the Supreme Court

of Canada under sec 50 ch R.S Gwynne dissenting

2nd In computing the time within which the trial of an election peti

tioa shall becommenced the time of session of parliament

shall not be excluded unless the court or judge has ordered

that the respondents presence at the trial is necessary

Gwynne dissenting

3rd The time within which the trial of an election petitionmust be

commenced cannot be enlarged beyond the six months from the

presentation of the petition unless an order had been obtained

on ajplication made within said six months An order granted

on an application made after the expiration of the said six

months is an invalid order and can give no jurisdiction to try

the merits of the petition which is then out of court Ritchie C.J

and Gwynne dissenting

The following are the material 50 An appeal shall lie to the Su
sections of ch R..C and upon preme Court of Canada under this

which the court were asked to act by any party to an election

put construction petition who is dissatisfied with

PRESENT_SIr Ritchie C.J and Fournier Henry Taschereau

and Gwynne JJ
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judge
From the judgment rule

order or decision of any court or

judge on any preliminary objection

to an lection petition the allow

ance of which objection ha been

final and conclusive and has put

an end to such petition or which

objection if it hal bee.n allowed

would have been final and con-

elusive and have ut an end to

such petition Provided always

that unless the court or judge

appealed from otherwise orders

an appeal in the last mentioned

case shall not operate as stay

of proceedings nor shall it delay

the trial of the petition

From the judgment or de

cision on any question of law or

of fact of the judge who has tried

such petition

32 The trial of every election

petition shall be commencedwith

in six months from the time when

such petition has been preented

and shall be proceeded with

from day to day until such trial is

over but if at any time it ap
pears to the court or judge

that the respondents presence

at the trial is necessary such trial

shall not be commenced during

any session of parliament and in

the computation of any time or

delay allowed for any step or

proceeding
in respect of

itny
sucl

thereof as aforesaid the time oc

cupied by such session of parlia

ment shall not be included

If at the expiration of three

months after such petition has

been presented the day for trial

has not been fixed any elector

may on- application be substi

tuted for the petitioner on such

terms as the court or judge

thinks just

33 The court or judge may
notwithstanding anything in the

next preceding section from

time to time enlarge the time for

the commencement of the trial if

on an application for that purpose

supported by afidavit it appears

to such court or judge that the

requirements of justice render

such enlargement necessary

No trial of an election peti

tion shall be commenced or pro

ceeded with during any term of

the court of which the judge who

is to try the same is member
and at which such judge is by law

bound to sit

Sec 64 The court or judge

shall upon sufficient cause being

shown have power on theapplica

tion of any of the parties to

petition to extend fiom time to

time the period limited by this

act for taking any steps or pro

ceedings by such party

1888
PPEAL from judgment of Mr Justice Rose

GLENGARRY
daring the election of member for the house

ELECTION

CASE of commons for the electoral district of G-lengarry void

by reason of corrupt practices and disqualifying the

appellant

The petition against appellant was presented and

fyled on the 25th April 1887 Parliament was in

the decision of the court or trial or for the commencement
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session from 23rd of April 1887 to 24th June 1887 1888

The following order was made by the court of common GLENGARRY

ELOTION
pleas on the 1st December 1887 extending the time CASE

for trial to 31st January 1888

ORDER ENLARGING TIME FOR TRIAL

Thursday the 1st day of December 1887

Upon reading the notice of motion given by the petitioner herein

during this present sitting the adrnªssion of service of the said notice

of motion and the affidavits and papers filed in support of this

motion and upon hearing counsel for the parties on both sides and

it appearing to the court that the requirements of justice render

such an enlargement necessary

It is ordered that the time for the commencement of the trial

of the petition herein be and the same is hereby extended for

period of two months up to and inclusive of the first day of

February next

It is further ordered that the costs of and incidental to this

application be costs in the cause

On motion of Robinsoiz Q.C of counsel for petitioner

And on the 17th December 1887 the following

order fixing place of trial was made

ORDER FIXING PLACE OF TRIAL

Saturday the 17th day of December A.D 1887

Upon reading the notice of motion given by the petitioner herein

during this present sitting the admission of service of the said

notice of motion and the affidavits and uapers filed in support of

this motion

And upon hearing counsel for the parties on both sides and it

appearing to the court that special circumstances exist which make
it desirable that the petition herein should be tried elsewhere than

within the said electoral district of Glengarry

It is ordered that the election petition herein be tried at the

court house in the town of Cornwall in the county of Stormont on

Thursday the 12th day of January l88 at the hour of ten

oclock in the forenoon and on such other subsequent days as may
be needful

it is further ordered that the costs of and incidental to this

application be costs in the cause

On motion of Mr Robinson Q.C of counsel for

the petitioner

The trial commenced on the 12th January Mr Jus

tice Rose presiding and the following is aü abstract
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1888 of what took place at the opening of the trial as ap
GLENGARRY peared in the printed case for appeal

ELECTION
PROCEEDINGS AT TRIAL

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE COMMON PLEAS DIVISION

The Dominion dotlover ted Election Act

Re GLHNGARRY

ALEXANDER KENNEDY petitioner

PURCELL resj.ondent

Trid before Hon Justice Roseat Cornwall on 12th January 1888

COUNSEL PRESENT

Mr fifacHaster Q.C Mr Tiffany and Mr McLellan for

petitioner

Mr Carrels Q.C and Mr MacLennan Q.C for respondent

Mr CasselsBefore the case is gone on with we wish to have the

objection noted that your Lordship has no jurisdiction to try it Three

judges of the Court of Appeal have slated that the time of the session

is not excluded We say you have no power to extend the time

The Quebec Court of Appeal and the New Brunswick Court of Appeal

have in effect held that there is no jurisdiction

His Lordship_I rule with you that the time of the session is not

excluded but that there is power to extend the time

After the taking of evidence on the 13th January

Mr Justice Rose found as follows

FINDINGS OF JUDGE AT THE TRIAL

find that corrupt practices have been proved to have been com
mitted by MacKenzie an agent of the respondent to wit

advancing by way of loan to Francis Saucier $100 John Tyo $200

and Alexander Vanier $100 they being voters in order to induce

su.h persons to vote for the respondent

also find that such corrupt practices were committed by and

with the knowledge and consent of the respondent

further find that corrupt practice was committed by the res

pondent to wit advancing by way of loan to one Peter Kennedy

voter the sum of $100 in order to induce such person to procure or

endeavor to procure the return of the respondent to serve in the

House of Commons

determine that the election was and is void by reason of such

corrupt practices and direct that the respondnt pay the costs

charges and expenses of and incidental to the presentation of the

petition an4 the proceedings consequent thereon save and except

such costs charges and expenses as are by the Controverted Elec

tions Act otherwise provided for

Signed JOJIN ROSE
Jan 13th 1888
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The question upon which this appeal was decided 1888

was whether or not the court or judge on the GLENGARRY

12th January 1885 had jurisdiction to try the merits EECTION

of the petition six months having elapsed since the

date of the presentation of the petition

Blake Walter Cassels C. OGara
with them for appellant contended

1st There was no jurisdiction to try this matter

The petition was out of court at the time of trial and

the judge should so have determined and dismissed

the petition

2nd The learned judge erred in finding the present

appellant guilty of bribery and his judgment assum

ing that he had jurisdiction to try the petition should

be reversed so far as the finding on the personal charges

is concerned

3rd The learned judge should not on the evidence

have found in favor of the petitioner on the charge of

bribery by an agent and should not have voided the

election

The statutes authorities and cases cited are reviewed

in the judgment of Mr Justice Taschereau hereinafter

given

McMaster Q.C and MacLennan with him for respon

dent contended

That there was no appeal from the order extend

ing the time 49 Vic ch 50

The court or judge had the amplest power to ex

tend the time 49 Vic ch 64

The apparent exception in sec 82 in the same act

requiring the commencement of the trial to be within

six months of the date of presentation of petition is

itself the subject of special exception in sec 33 which

empowers the court or judge to enlarge the time

for the commencement of the trial in the interests

of justice notwithstanding anything in the next
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1888
preceding section that is the section in which the

GLENGAItRY six months provision is and hence the32nd section

EEaTIoN must be regarded as directory

If the 32nd section be not directory but impera

tive then the time occupied by the session of parlia

ment and the terms of the Common Pleas division of

the High Court of Justice must be deducted and the

order for the extension or enlargement was made with

in six months of presenting petition and the trial was

held within the period of the enlargement

But even if the session of parliament and the

terms of the court are included in computing the six

months from presentation of petition the extension or

enlargement might be made after the lapse of the six

months and the order of 1st December is good

The following cases were relied on West Middlesex

case Mas/cinonge case Rex Loxdale

Addington case Addington case Ex parte

Campbell Rhodes Airdale Commissioners

Kingston case Quebec West case Wheeler

Gibbs 10 Banner Johnson 11 Lord Lee 12
Sheffield Sheffield 18

On the merits the learned counsel commented on

the evidence and contended that the decision of the

court below should be affirmed

Sir RITCHIE J.But for the diversity of

judicial opinion should have thought the construc

tion of the 32nd section very plain We have the

limit within which the trial of every election petition

shall be commenced namely within six months from

10 Ont 27 391

15 Rev Lg 615 39 139

Bur 447 15 Rev Leg 609

39 U..O 131 10 Can 374

12 117 ii 157

Oh App 703 12 L.R 404

13 10 Oh App 206
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the time when such petition shall have been presented
1888

and shall be proceeded with from day to day until GLENGARRY

ELECTION
such trial is over CASE

But it is said that in the computation of this six
Ritchie CJ

months the time during which any session of

parliament is being held is not to be taken into

account But where in the statute is to be found

authority for any such proposition Had such been

the intention of Parliament surely it would have been

expressed in simple plain unmistakeable language in

some such words as these The trial shall be com

menced within six months but in the computation of

such six months the time during which session of

Parliament is being held shall not be computed

Where the language of the act is plain and unam

biguous we should not think go outside of it to seek

construction at variance with such language This

view that the sessions of parliament are to be excluded

in all cases is in my opinion entirely inconsistent

with what follows in the statute But if at any

time it appears to the court or judge that the respon

dents presence at the trial is necessary such trial shall

not be comiaenced during any session of parliament

Is not the irresistible inference from this that sessions

of Parliament are included in the six months and that

it is only when the presence of the respondent is ne

cessary at the trial that proceedings shall not go on dur

ing the session If no proceedings can be had during

any session then the provision referred to would be

meaningless certainly wholly unnecessary and not

capable of being acted on and also the provision that

in the computation of any time or delay allowed for any

step or proceeding in respect of any such trial or for

the commencement thereof as aforesaid the time occu

pied by such session of parliament shall not be in

çluded thinl the time occupied by any such ses
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1888 sion of parliament refers to the session of parliament

GLENARRY provided for by the section and not to sessions of par

EaTIoN liament when the necessary presence of the respondent

has not been made to appear and when it is not even
RitchieC.3

claimed that the respondents presence is necessary and

in my opinion very clealy negatives the idea that any

session of parliament is to be excluded hut the one for

which the special provision is made

Upon the authority of Wheeler Gibbs TI in this

court and Banner .Thhnson think the court had

power to enlarge the time for the commencement of

the trial though such order was not made within the

six months from the time of the presentation of the

petition it appearing that the requirements of justice

rendered such enlargement necessary and am there

fore of opinion that the time was duly extended or

enlarged and the judge was properly seized of the case

The respondent did not move to dismiss the petition as

he might have done and not having done so the peti

tion remained in court subject to the.jurisdiction of the

court and to the discretion and power of the court or

judge to extend the time although the six months had

expired do not think the limit in sec 33 can be read

into sec 32 or be used in any way to affect the right to

extend as provided by the latter section because it is ex

pressly provided that the court or judge may notwith

standinganything in the preceding section which is see

32 from time to time enlarge the time for the com
mencement of the trial concur with the Court of

Appeal of Ontario and the otherjudges who have taken

and acted on this view

majority of the court being of opinion that the

time occupied in the session of parliament is not to be

included and that as there is no power to extend the

time after the six months has elapsed there has been

Can 374 157
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no legal trial think it would be as improper as it 1888

would certainly be utterly useless for me to discuss GLERRY
the merits of this case as they appeared on the alleged ELoTIoN

trial such discussion must necessarily be purpose
itchieC.J

less and productive of no possible results In fact if

the judge had no legal right to proceed with the trial

and the trial is consequently of no legal effect in other

words no legal trial there are no merits to discuss for

the simple reason that if there was no trial there were

no merits of which this court or any other court could

take cognizance

Mr McMaster in his factum objects that there was

no appeal from the order extending the time and it was

submitted that there is no appeal from it

That would be so under our late rulings but there

was no objection raised in this case by the learned

counsel for the respondent in his factum or in his

argument that there wa no appeal to this court

against the ruling of the learned judge on the point

of law on the trial It certainly was as appears by
the record point raised on the trial and adjudicate4

on by the learned judge and therefore would seem to

come as at present advised within the express

words of the statute The language of the statute is

an appeal shall lie from the judgment or decision on

any question of law or of fact of the judge who has

tried such petition The majority of the court enter

tam no doubt on this point and therefore the appeal

will be allowed

FovRNnR J.Le jugement rendu en cette cause
le 13 janvier dernier dØclarA lØlection nulie pour

cause de corruption par les agents du membre siØgeant

et par luimŒme personnellement Lappel de ce juge
ment na pas mis seulement en question le bienjuge sur

le inØrite de la cause mais ii soulØve Øgalement la ques
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1888 tion de savoir si le juge avait le pouvoir de procØder au

GLENGARRY procŁs aprŁs lexpiration du dØlai de six mois fixØ par la

ELEOTION sec 32 du ch des tatuts Revises du Canada Dans
CASE

les autres causes dØlections entendues et dØcidØes pen
Fournier

dant le present terme la cour na pas dØcidØ la question

de linterprØtation donner cette section parceque

dans la forme oi se prØsentaient ces causes lunique

question decider Øtait de savoir si les jugments dont

on se plaignait Øtaient appelables Mais dans le prØ

sente cause lappel Stant du jugement final il leffet

de soumettre la revision de la cour toutes les ques

tions de droit ou de faits dØcidØes sur les divers iuci

dents de la cause Sur ce point ii ne peut avoir de

difficultØ La cour est donc appelee prononcer sur

leffet de la sec 32 dØcrØtant que le procŁs dune pØti

tion dØlection devra Œtre commence pendant les six

mois qui ont suivi la presentation de la petition Lin

terprØtation de cette section soulŁve aussi la question

de savoir si dans les six mois de dØlai le temps de la

session doit Œtre exclu dans tous les cas

Dans le cas actuel la petition ØtØ prØsentØe le 25

avril 1887 La rØponse du membre siØgeant ØtØ

produite le 30 juin 1887 La production de particula

rites ØtØ ordonnØe le 23 septembre et elles ont ØtØ

produites le 23 dØcembre

Lappointement pour laudition prØliminaire du

mØmbre siØgeant qui devait Œtre examine comme

tØmoin le novembre fut continue de consentement

au 20 dØcembre Ce jour-là ii fut procØde son examen

Le 17 dØcembre un ordre fut prononcØ fixant le

palais de justice de Oornwall comme le lieu ot se ferait

le procŁs de la dite petition

Le ler dØcembre une demande appuyØe daffidavits

fut prØsentØe pour faire Øtendre de deux mois lØ dØlai

pour commencer le procŁs6 Le dispositif de cet ordre

est comme suit
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It is ordered that the time for the commencement of the trial of 1888

the petition herein be and the same is hereby extended for period
GLENGAREY

of two months up to and inclusive of the first day of February next
ELECTION

Au 12 janvier 1888 jour fixØ pour le procŁs los CASE

parties se prØsentŁrent devant lhonorable juge Rose Four
chargØ du procŁs do la petition Le membre siØgeant

par le ministŁre de Cassels O.R protesta contre

linstruction du procŁs de la maniŁre suivante

Before the case is gone on with we wish to have the objection noted

that Youi Lordship has no jurisdiction to thy it... We say you have

no power to extend time. .Three Judges of the Court of Appeal

have stated that time of the Session is not excluded We say you

have no power to extend the time The Quebec Court of Appeal

and the New Brunswick Court of 4ppeal have in effect held that

there is no jurisdiction

Lhonorable juge prononça sa decision sur los deux

objections du savant conseil dans les termes suivants

rule with you that the time of the Session is not excluded but

that there is power to extend the time

DaprŁs sa decision le temps de là session nest

pas exclu des six mois pour le commencement du

procŁset ce dØlai pout Œtre Øtendu Ces deux ques
tions ayant ØtØ decidees par un ordre du juge chargØ

du procŁs Trial Judge et jugØes au procŁs mŒmeon

ne peut soulever dans ce cas là question qui sest

ØlevØe dans les autres causes jugØes pendant le terme

de savoir sil avait appel dune decision renvoyant

là petition ur une motion dØclarant quo les six mois

expires là cour navait plus do juridiction pour faire

le procŁscar dans le cas actuel ce nest pas là cour

qui jugS mais le trial judge et là question tornbe

clairement sous leffet de là sec 50 dØclarant quil

appel
From the judgment or decision on any question of law or of fact

of th judge who has tried such petition

Le droit dappel est done ici incontestable et là dØci

sion do ces deux questions doit Œtre revisØe par cette

cour

est sans doute regrettable quil alt ØtØ procØdØ au
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1888
procŁs avant que question du pouvoir du juge den

GLENGARRY agir ainsi alt ØtØ finalement reglee car maintenant

EJJEOTION nous sommes en presence dune enquŒte rØvØlant des

faits suffisants pour decider le mØrite de cette affaire

Fournier
mais dans la position on cette cause nous est presentee

pouvons-nous nous en occuper La rØponse cette

question depend entiŁrement de la solution de la ques

tion de juridiction Si le juge Øtait sans pouvoir pour

juger queues que soient les consequences nousdevons

le declarer et annuler le procŁs Le respect di lau

toritØ de la loi lexige

Les objections du savant conseil Øtaient fondØes sur la

sec 32 dØclarant

Sec 32 The trial of every election petition shall be commenced

within six months from the time when such petition has beeii pre

sented and shall be proceeded with from day to day until such trial

is over but if at any time it
appears

to the court or ajudge that the

respondents presence at the trial is necessary such trial shall not

be commenced during any session of Parliament and in the compu

tation of any time or delay allowed for any step or proceeding in

respect of any such trial or for the commencement thereof as afore

said the time occupied by such session of Parliament shall not be

included

If at the expiration of three months after such petition has

been presented the day for trial has not been fixed any elector may

on application be substituted for the petitioner on such terms as

the Court or judge thinks just

Quoique les opinions se soient partagØes sur linter

prØtation donner cette section ii me semble que

dans la premiere partie ii est dit clairement que le

procŁs de toute petition dØlection devra Œtre commence

dans les six mois de la date de sa presentation II nest

apportØ cette prescription imperative quune seUle

exception celle que le procŁs ne sera pas commence

pendant une session sil ØtØ dØmontrØ an juge que la

presence du membre siØgeant est nØcessaire an procØs

Ce temperament Øtait nØcessaire pour corriger ce quau
rait en de trop rigoureux lobligation de procØder dans

tons les cas en labsence du dØputØem En procØdant
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pendant là session cØtait le mettre dans là position on 1888

de manq.uer ses devoirs parlementaires sil sabsen- GLENGARRY

tait pour surveiller ses intØrŒts au procŁs ou bien le
ELEOTION

priver de lavantage de confronter ses accusateurs sil
Fournier

assistait au parlement La loi me paralt avoir adopte

un moyen de concilier les deux intØrŒts en perraettant

de suspendre là procedure pendant là session sil Øtait

dØmontrØ la cour ou au juge que là presence du

membre siØgeant Øtait nØcessaire au procŁs Cest Øvi

demment dans ce but quaprŁs avoir impose dune

maniŁre absolue lobligation de cothmencer le procŁs

dans les six mois vient lexception But if at any

time it appears to the Court or ajudge that the respon

dents presence at the trial is necessary such trial shall

not be commenced during any session of parliament

Cette disposition naccorde au membre siØgeant quune
facultC dont il peut ou non se prØvaloir mais dont ii

ne peut obtenir le bØnØfice quà là condition de demon

trer au juge que sa presence est nØcessaire au procŁs

Sil na pas jugØ propos de se conformer cette con

dition le temps de là session devra compter dans les

six mois

La rCgle Øtablie au sujet de là computation du temps

dans la derniŁre partie de là clause 32 en disant the
time occupied by such session of parliament shall not

be included ne peut avoir un effet absolu et sappli

quer indistinctemeut tout procŁs de petition dØlec

tion Les mots such session se rapportent suivant moi

une session pour laquelle le juge dØclarØ sur

demande cet effet que là presence du membre siØ

geant Øtait nØcessaire Autrement ii aurait contra

diction manifeste entre cette disposition et la prØcØ

dente là premiere dirait que lintervention du juge

est nØcessaire pour suspendre là procedure pendant la

session et là seconde dirait an contraire que cette

intervention nest pas nØcessaire si le temps de là ses

sion doit Œtre exclu Ces raisons me paraissent sutfi

sQ
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1888 sntes pour en conclure que le temps de la session dolt

GLENGARR Œtre comptØ dans les six mois si un ordre na pas ØtØ

EoTIoN donn par le juge pour suspendre la procedure pendant

la session Ii ny en pas eu dans cette cause et

Fovumer
ihonorable juge eu suivant ma maniŁre de voir

raison de juger que le temps de la session ne devait

pas compter dans les six mois Sous ce rapport je suis

davis que son jugement dolt Œtre confirmØ

En pent-il Œtre de mŒrne de sa decision sur la

deuxiŁme question dØclarant que le temps du commen
cement du procŁs peut-Øtre Øtendu au-delà des six mois

fixØ par la sec

On vu daprŁs lexposØ des procedures donnØ plus

haut que dans les six mois qui ont suivi le 25 avril

ii na CtØ fait aucune demande la cour ou au juge

pour une extension de dØlai ni pour fixer le procŁs Ce

nest que le 17 novembre que le lieu du procŁs ØtØ

fixØ et le ler dØcembre plus de sept mois aprŁs la prŒ

sentation de la petition que le dØlal pour commencer

le procŁs CtØ Øtendu jusquau 12 janvier dernier Ces

deux ordres ayÆnt ØtØ prononcØs aprŁs lexpiration des

six mois la cour possØdait-elle encore le pouvoir de

rendre de tels ordres La rØponse depend de leffet

que lon dolt donner la premiere partie de la sec 32

Si on le considŁre comme une injonction formelle et

absolue de commencer le procŁs dans les six mois 11

faut en conclure que la cour navait plus alors le pon
voir de prononcer les ordres en questions

Tous les juges sont daccord que la legislature en

faisant ce dŒlai de six mois voulu rendre beaucoup

plus prompte quelle no lØtaitauparavant lexpØdition

des procØs dØlectionmais ils diffŒrentdopinion sur

leffet donner cette disposition Nestelle quun
dØlai de procedure susceptible malgrØ son caractŁre

imperatif dŒtre considØrØe comme simplement direc

toire ou bien cette disposition ne fait-elle pas phitôt

sQieet artie de la juridiction trarfØre de
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comitØ parlementaires aux tribunaux civils sur les 1888

contestations dØlections Dans la section ii est for- GLERY
mellement dØclarØ que cefte juridiction sera sujette EaTIoN
aux dispositions de cet acte ch

Foiirnier

Apres avoir regle le deai pour la presentation le

service de la petition le dØlai pour la production des

objections prØliminaires la maniŁre dont la contesta

tions serait liØe vient linjonction formelle que le

procŁs d.evra Œtre commence dans les six mois de ta

prØsentatiollde la petition et se continuer de jour en

jour jusquà cc quil soit terminØ Cest dans cette

section que le juge qui preside an procŁs doit trouver

la source du pouvoir quil doit exercer Ii mi est

enjoint dune maniŁre absolue de commencer le procŁs

dans les six moisil doit procØder de jour en jour

Le caractŁre impØratif de cette clause ne mi laisse

aucune discretion cet egard be dØlai fixC expire la

juridiction cesse moms quelle nait ØtØ conservØe

en vertu de la Sec 33 par le procØdØ quelle autorise

Mais si aucun procCdØ de cc genre na ØtØ adopte pen
dant les six mois de la presentation de la petition le

juge on la cour est sans pouvoir pour fixer une autre

Øpoque pour le proeŁs que celle indiquCe par la sec 32

Le pouvoir donnØ par la section 33 pent-il Œtre

exercØ aprŁs les six mois sil le pent la section 32

perd nØcessairement son caractŁre impØratif et absolue

et devient tout-à-fait inutile Cest la faire disparaitre

du statut Si lobjet Øtait rØellement dassurer une

prompte expedition des affaires dØlection ii ØtØ

tout-à-fait manquØ et la loi devient sans effets Mais

ses dispositions sont trop formelles pour quon puisse

en arriver une pareille conclusion La section 33 qui

aurait leffet danØantir la section 32 cesse de produire

cet effet et ne fait quassurer les fins de lajustice si on

considØre quelle na ØtØ introduite que pour remØdier

cc que pourrait avoir en certains cas de trop rigou

reux le dØlai de six mois II pet arther frØtemmet
ao
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i888 quun procŁs commence dans les six mois et conduit

GLENGARRY avec diligence se trouve tout-a-coup arrCtØ par labsence

ELcEOTION
ou la maladie des tØmoins indispensables faudra t-il

dans ces cas pour obØir la rŁgle ds six mois sacrifier

Fournier
ies interets ue ia justice IN 011- ia loi voulu pour

obvier ces inconvØnients que la juridiction puisse

dans ces cas se continuer an delà des six mois

Elle en indique le moyen dans Ia section 33 Mais

ce moyen dolt Œtre employØ pendant que la juridiction

existe encore et avant lexpiration des six mois Sil

pouvait lŒtreaprŁs les six mois la section 32 serait

illusoire exerçant dans les six mois la facultØ

donnØe par la section 33 chacune des deux sections 32 et

88 peut recevoir son entiŁre execution Si les six mois

de la section 32 sont expires sans que le procŁs ait ØtØ

Commence lä juridiction cesse et cette section reçoit

son effet Si les intØrØts de la justice daprŁs des faits

qui doivent Œtre Øtablis par affidavit sont jugØs suffi

.sants par le juge pour Øtendre le dØlai la section 33

reçoit alors son effet et le but de la loi est rempli

part de la sec 33 lintimØ invoquØ encore les

sec et 64 du ch comme autorisant Ia cour ou

juge Øtendre le dØlai au dela de six mois La sec

dit que les cours autorisØes decider les elections con

.testØes auront sujettes aux dispositions de cet acte

ch les mŒmes pouvoir et juridiction dans les affaires

dØlections quelles out dans les matiŁres civiles de

leur juridiction ordinaire

Cette disposition gØnerale est faite pour rencontrer

les cas 11011 prØvus par le statut et autoriser pour ces

cas les cours faire application aux affaires dØection

de rŁgles de procedure et de pratique de leur propres

tribunaux Cette disposition ne pent Ctre considØrØe

comme pouvant annuler les dispositions speciales ou

Øtre substituØe Lui donner un semblable effet ce sØrait

mettre de côtØ la rŁgle dinterprCtation bie.n Øtablie

ue 1e i8ositions gØnØrales ne peuvent aunuler les
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dispositions spØciales dun statut On ne pent en con 1888

sequence sappuyer sur cette sec pour annuler leffet GLENGARRY

de la sec 32 qui contient une prescription formelle au EOTION

sujet du dØlai dans lequel doit se faire Ic procŁs Le

mŒmeargument doit sappliquer la sec 64 donuant
Fournier

le pouvoir dŒtendre les dØlais

AprØs avoir examine lacte des elections contestØes

dans son ensemble et compare ses diverses sections les

unes avec les autres jen suis venu la conclusion

que pour donner cette loi son veritable effet je dois

adopter lopinion que le temps de la session doit comp
ter dans les six mois sil ny pas eu demande an

contraireet que le dØlai de six mois pour commencer
le procŁs est de lessence de la juridiction donnØect

quil nest pas susceptible dŒtre prolongØ an delà

moms dune demande spØciale faite conformØment la

sec 83 avant lexpiration des dØlais En consequence je

suis davis que le present appel doit Œtre allouØ sur le

principe que le juge navait pas le pouvoir de faire le

procŁs de lappelant

Sil plusieurs points importants auxqueis je nai

point fait allusion comme par exemple lØtat de la

jurisprudence en Angleterre sur la prorogation des

dØlais dappel les deux decisions de cette cour dans

Wheeler Gibbs etc etc cest que lhonorable juge

Taschereau ayant eu lobligeance de me communiquer
les notes si savantes et ci completes quil prŒparCes

sur cette cause jai trouvØ ces questions si bien traitŒes

quil ma paru impossible dy rien jouter Non-seule

ment sur ces questions particuliŁres mais aussi sur

celles de la computation du dØlai de la sessionct de

la limite six mois de la juridiction pour commencer
le procŁsquestions qui ont ØtØsi completement dØve

IoppØes dmns ses notesje suis heureux de pouvoir
dire que je partage entiŁrement ses yues

HENuY J.In my judgment in the Qubec rounty

Can 374
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1888 Election Case delivered few days ago held that

GLNaRT the time of the sitting of Parliament as referred to in

section 32 of the controverted elections act was not

to be added to the six months prescribed in that

section for the trial of an election petition unless in

the particular circumstances referred to in that section

also held in that case that under the provisions

of section 33 the court oi judge had no power to

enlarge the time for the commencement of the trial of

an election petition unless such enlargement were

uade by an order previous to the expiration of the

prescribed six mouths and gave my reasons for

arriving at those conclusions

There is general power given by sub-section of

section 31 of the act to the judge at the trial to

adjourn the same from time to time and from one

place to another in the same electoral district but in

view of the provisions of section 32 judge could not

enlarge the time f9r the commencement of trial

beyond the prescribed six months from the present

ation of the petition unless by the teirns of that section

it was made to appear to the court or judge that the

respondents presence at the trial was necessary inwhich

case the time occupied by the session of parliament

would be added to the preseribed six months

No such application was made in this case and

therefore the time for the commencement of the trial

herein expired at the end of six months from the

presentation of the petition

No application was made to the court or judge in

this case under section 33 within the prescribed six

mouths from the presentation of the petition and

adhere to my holding in the Quebec County Election Case

that the court or judge had no power to enlarge the

time for the commencement of the trial by an order

made subsequent to the expiration of the prescribed

six months
P.443 ante
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My conclusion in this case therefore is that the 1S83

prescribed six months having expired the judge who GJARRY
tried the merits of this case had no jurisdiction or EEOPION

power to do so and that this court has no power to

decide on the merits of the case by an appeal from Z.
his decision

think therefore the appeal should be allowed and

the petition herein dismissed with costs

TASCHEREATJ J.-By sec 32 oh of the Revised

Statutes of Canada it is enacted that

Sec 32 The trial of every election petition shall be commenced

within six months from the time when such petition has been pre

sented and shall be proceeded with from day to day until such trial

is over but if at any time it appears to the court or judge that

the respondents presence at the trial is necessary such trial shall

not be commenced during any session of parliament and in the

computation of any time or delay allowed for any step or proceeding

in respect of any such tria or for the commencement thereof as

aforesaid the time occupied by such session of parliament shall not

be included

Tn the case now submitted the petition was pre
sented on the 25th day of April 1887 during session

of parliament which was closed on the 23rd June

subsequently on the 1st day of 1ecember following

that is to say more than six months after the presen

tation of the petition but within six months of the

prorogation of parliament an order was obtained from

the Common Pleas Division extending the time for

the commencement of the trial of the said petition for

period of two months and on the 17th of December

the trial thereof was definitely fixed for the 12th day

of January on which day it was held At the open

ing of the case objection was taken by the respondent

to the said petition to the jurisdiction of the court on

the ground that more than six months had elapsed

since the presentation of the petition and that the

order extending the time for the commencement of

the trial thereof was void and illegal because it had
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1888 been given after the expiration of the six months and

GLENGARRY therefore given without jurisdiction The learned

E1iOrION judge presiding at the trial ruled that the time of the

session was not excluded and that the six months had

Tasch elapsed but at the same time ruled that the time

had been legally extended This trial therefore pro

ceeded and judgment was given setting aside the

election for corrupt practices committed by the appel

lant Upon the present appeal the same objections are

taken on the part of the appellant and are of course

to be first determined

First in order comes the question whether the

delay of six months enacted by the aforesaid section

32 of the statute for the commencement of the trial

is interrupted or suspended by session of parlia

ment in all cases and whether or not it has been

made to appear to the court or judge that the presence

of the respondent at the trial is necessary Upon this

question there is in my opinion no room for doubt

As read the statute the general rule is that the trial

of every election petition must be commenced within

six months The law enacts it in so many words

Can anything be clearer than its terms The trial of

every election petition shall be commenced within six

months from the time when such petition was

presented To me it seems that so far the letter of

-the law is as plain and unambiguous as it can possibly

be and that it leaves no room for interpretation

What does this clause next enact It enacts in clear

terms again that if at any time it appears to the court

or judge that the respondents presence at the trial is

necessary such trial shall not be commenced during

session of parliament Now this is plainly enacted by

way o1 exception to this general rule laid down in

the first part of this clause Within six months this

trial must commence except not when session of

jarliameit intervenes that is not what this act says
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but when and only when upon an application on his 1888

part it is made to appear to the court that the presence GLENGARRY

of the respondent at the trial is necessary If there is
ELECTION

CASE

no such application or if upon such an application the

court is not satisfied that the presence of the respond-

ent is necessary the time runs and the trial may be corn

menced during any session of parliament All this

seems to me so plain that with the greatest respect for

the contrary judicial opinions expressed on the point

cannot but say that it is to my mind inconceivable

that any doubt could ever have arisen upon it

It is argued further however that under the last

part of this said section the time occupied by ses

sion of parliament is not to be included in the six

months But this construction is it seems to me
totally repugnant to the other parts of the section If

in all cases session of parliament is suspension of the

delay as contended for by the respondent why should

the act oblige the sitting member in order that the

trial be not commenced during such session to apply to

the court and to make it appear that his presence at

the trial is necessary Not only is he obliged to make

an application for that purpose but the court before

granting his prayer must be satisfied by affidavits or

otherwise that his presence is necessary and repeat

it may if not so satisfied fix day for the trial to com

mence during and notwithstanding session of parlia

ment It seems to me that if in all cases parliament

had intended that the time occupied by session

should be excluded in the computation of the six

months it would have said so in so many words This

subject would have been accomplished by simply leav

ing out of this section 32 the middle part of it so as to

make it read The triai of every election petition

shall be commenced within six months from the time

when such petition has been presented and shall be

proceeded with from day to day until such trial is over
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1888 but in the computation of any time or delay allowed for

GLENGARRY any step or proceding in respect of any such trial or

ErTI0N for the commencement thereof as aforesaid the time

occupied by any session of parliament shall not be in
laschereau

eluded That is how the respondent reads the statute

but that is not the statute that construction leaves out

part of it and this cannot be done am therefore of

opinion that the six months mentioned in the said sec

tion expired in the case submitted on the 25th October

Now was the order of the 1st December extending

the time for the trial of this petition valid and legal

or in other words can the time for commencing the

trial be fixed or enlarged under sec 33 of the act

after the expiration of the six months mentioned in

see 32
The court or judge may notwithstanding anything in the next

preceding section from time to time enlarge the time for the com
mencement of the trial if on an application for that purpose sup

ported by affidavit it appears to such court or judge that the

requirements of justice render such enlargement necessary

The appellant contends that this power to enlarge

the time for the commencenrent of the trial expires

with the six months referred to in the preceding

clause On the part of the respondent it is urged that

this power exists even after the expiration of the six

months

As first ground in support of the legality of

the orders of the Common Pleas Division in this

case sections and 85 of the act have been

relied upon by the respondent These sections

enact in substance that as to election petitions

the courts in the different provinces and the judge

at the trial shall have the same power authority

and jurisdiction as if such petition were an ordinary

cause within the jurisdiction of the said court or

judge but subject always to the provisions of the act

It is argued that as under rule 462 of the Ontario

Judicature Act the power to extend the time for doing
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an act or taking any proceeding is in express terms 1888

given to the court even after the time has expired GLENMRRY

consequently the court on an election petition has EcT1ON

the same power and may extend the time for the

commencement of the trial even after the expiration 1iui
of the six months But that argument upon reasoning

and authority is groundless The words subject to

the provisions of this act govern these enactments

We consequently have first to ascertain what are the

provisions of the act and when any special provisions

on any matter are found they must be given full

effect to independently of the said sections and 35

To hold such special provisions nullified or controlled

by general clauses of this nature would be contrary

to well settled rules on the construction of such

statutory enactments The case of Maude Towley

is clear authority on this point There an

amendment had been allowed after the presentation

of an election petition The court in ordinary causes

had full power to amend and by an enactment exactly

similar to those contained in sections and 35 in

question here the election act which governed the

case gave to the court on election petitions the same

power and authority they had in ordinary causes

subject however as here to the provisions of the act

It was argued that as the court had the power to amend

in ordinary causes it had the same power on an election

petition But the court rejected that contention It
must be rememberedthat our jurisdiction in these mat

ters is limitedsaid Lord Coleridge C.J and the court

granted an order set aside the amendment on the

ground that the words subject to the act governed the

clause giving them the same power as in ordinary

cases and that to allow the enlargement of the petition

or an addition to it by an amendment after its presen

tation would be to nullify the clause of the act which

P.165
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1888 enacted that it should be presented within certain

GLENGRRY time This decision was approved of and followed in

ELECTION the more recent case of Clark Walland and the

court also then held that an amendment of an election

Tasch petition enlarging the allegations of the petition and

adding to it could not be allowed for want of jurisdic

tion Referring to the words and subject to this act

in the clause there under consideration C-wynn said

Now it cannot be contended that we can strikeout

these words of the section We must give them some

meaning and the oniy meaning that can be given to

them is subject to the provisions of this act We
must therefore look to the provisions of this act

These cases are clearly in point

In Alidridge Hurst also C-rover said upon
the same clause

It will be observed that the powers there given shall be subject to

the provisions of the act and we think it clear that the jurisdiction

conferred by the act cannot in all respects be the same as that of

the court in ordinary causes

It seems to me clear therefore that sections and

35 of the act can have no application to the commence

ment of the trial because special provisions have been

enacted in the act upon the matter For the same

reason do not think that section 69 has any applica

tion here That section enacts that the court shall

have power to extend from time to time the period

limited for taking any steps or proceedings Now by
well settled rule of construction this general enact

ment of the statute cannot be extended to the com
mencement of the trial because for this proceeding

special provisions are enacted in the statute sec 33

Now what is the interpretation to be given to this

sec 33 To answer this question it would be mani

festly contrary to all rules to read this section as if it

were standing alone and by itself in the statute The

purport and intention of the legislature must he

52 321 410
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ascertained before we can correctly construe any

particular clause of any act and that obviously cannot G1ENGARRY

be done without taking into consideration and weigh- EaT1ON

ing attentively all the act and more specially the

clauses of it bearing particularly on the same identical Iasc1reau

matter Now here this section 33 has relation to the

time for commencing the trial of an election petition

reference to section 32 immediately preceding it

shows that this also contains an enactment on the

same subject Therefore we cannot construe section

33 without taking into consideration sec 32 One

must be read in the light of the other

Now this sec 32 enacts in so many words that the

trial shall commence within six months This is

clear positive enactment mandatory in its form To

say that it is merely directory is to read it out of the

statute If the parties are at liberty by simply not

proceeding to tacitly consent that the trial should be

held two three four years afterwards or even not at

all the clear intention of the legislature is set at

naught

The policy of the law is to prevent the delays which
when the election petitions were tried by committees of

the House of Commons very often rendered these pro
ceedings nugatory and it has unqtiestionahly enacted

this period of six months for the commencement of the

trial to force the petitioner to proceed This enactment

cannot have been made only in favor of the respondent

or of any of the parties to the cause but it is undoubt

ably based on reasons of public policy The legislature

intended that the state of excitement agitation and

uncertainty in which it necessarily placed the con

stituency concerned in the election petition should not

be unduly prolonged Moreover the composition of

the House of Commons and the representation of any
one constituency is matter that concerns the Dom
nion at large take it then that the 1egislati.re hay
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1888 ing so clearly expressed its intention that the trial of

GIIENGARRY election petitions should not be unduly delayed we are

ELECTION bound to see if the act does not bear construc ion

which will give e.ffect to this intention Now to read sec

rach as mandatory enactment and as peremptory limi

tation of time at the expiration of which the petitioner

is out of court is the only possible way to attain that

result Otherwisethee would be no sanction to the com
mand of the law It would be leaving the law as if

that six months enactment were not in it and

operate as virtual repeal of it

By te construction which think should be given

to both these sections 32 and 33 give full effect to

both the trial must be fixed to commence within six

months but if at any time on an application support

ed by affidavits after day has been so fixed by either

of the parties before the day so fixed the court or

judge is satisfied that the ends of justice require it

the time so fixed may be enlarged When section 33

speaks of the time for the commencement of the trial

it necessarily speaks of time within the six months

enacted in sec 32 It is impossible to apply this sec

33 to the judge at the trial for as to him his powers

to adjourn the trial or postpone it from time to time

are regulated by sec 31 sub-sec

It has been urged that by this construction of

clause 32 means are given for collusion between the

petitioner and respondent to allow the petition to

lapse inconsistently with the numerous precautions

prescribed in the act respecting the withdrawal of

etition in order to protect the public interest But

there is no ground for this contention as by sub-sec

of that very same section 32 and it seems to me for

the very purpose of preventing such cllusion at any

time after the expiration of three months after such

petition has -been presented any elector -may if the

trll ha nt been fixed be -substituted for the
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petitioner
S88

Then does not the construction contended for by the GLENGARY
ELEOION

respondent here itself allow means and should CAsE

think much easier means of collusion between the
t3shelean

parties to the petition For according to this con-

struetion not only is the petitioner not bound to

proceed during the six months but if in collusion with

the respondent he may never proceed at all

The case of Banner .Tohnsoiz has been mentioned

by the respondent in support of his contention but in

my opinion that case is entirely distinguishable The

holding there was that under statute which enacted

that an appeal should be taken within three weeks

from the date of the judgment unless such time was

extended by the Court of Appeal an extension of time

could be granted by such Court of Appeal after the

expiration of the three weeks But that was case it

must be remembered under the Companies Act and

where private interests only were in question Then

the clause there under consideration before the House

of Lords was standing alone and entirely unconnected

with any other part of the act The reasoning upon
which have endeavored to show that upon the word

ing of section 32 on grounds of public policy

the intention of the legislature was that no undue

delay should retard the trial of elections peti

tions could clearly not have applied to the statute

under consideration in the House of Lords Here as

have observed it is not only one clause of the statute

that we have to construe but these two clauses 32 and

33 together We must put such construction on them

that if possible both should hare their full force and

effect. Now the construction put upon section 33 by

the respondent virtually repeals section 32 and frus

trates the express enactment of the legislature that

the trial should commence within six months Under

15i
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1888 that construction the trial may be delayed indefinitely

.GLENaA1RY while the construction think should be given pre

EEcTION sents in the fullest manner the policy and object of the

legislature and at the same time gives effect to both of

Taschercau
tnese sections which in my opinion we are according

to well understood canons of construction bound to

do

The case of Wheeler Gibbs in this court also

relied upon by the respondent is also on statute

entirely different from this one The question there

to be determined turned upon the construction of see

48 of the Supreme Court Act now sec 51 ch of the

Revised Statutes as tO the three days notice required

by that section that the appeal has been set down for

hearing Now there as in Banner Johnston the clause

under consideration stood in the act by itself and uncon

nected with any other clause of the act The legisla

ture while clearly enacting that the trial should com
mence within six months has omitted to provide as

clearly for the appeal and the consequences of this

omission are exemplified in striking manner by that

very case of Wheeler Gibbs wherein judgment

annulling the election given in February 1879 was

not heard in appeal till March 1880 and the appeal

not determined till June 180 sixteen months after

the original judgment The clause of the statute that

governed Wheeler Gibbs left it open to the parties

to postpone indefinitely and at their will and pleasure

by consent and without affidavits the hearing of the

appeal while the clauses that govern the present

case fix limit of six months for the commencement of

the trial and authorize an enlargement of time only

upon application supported by affidavits The same

ground of distinction exists as to Banner Johnston

The court would not enlarge the time if not satisfied

by the affidavits that there are good grounds for it

Qu
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but then what becomes of the petition Is it to be 18

considered as having been out of court at the expi- GLENGARRY

ELECTIoN
ration of th six months or if not at what perioa CASE

Then the petitioner may never apply for an enlarge- Thau
ment of time and the respondent is not bound to

move to dismiss it Is the petition to stand till the

expiration of parliament Is whole constitutency

thus to be left indefinitely in state of uncertainty as

to its representation in parliament Has the house

of commons thus indefinitely to suffer that one of its

members sits there with cloud on his title

His Lordship the Chief Justice in rendering judg

ment in the case of Wheeler Gibbs said

Full effect should be given to the clear and definite words of the

legislature there being nothing on the face of the statute to indicate

contrary intention

And the doctrines so laid down cannot be ques
tioned It is clear and sound law But in the present

case on the face of the statute as read it there is as

regards the trial the enactment of sec 32 indicating

that the power to enlarge the time for the commence
ment of the trial given by section 33 cannot be exer

cised after the expiration of the six months an enact

mentsimilar to which none was applicable in Wheeler

Gibbs Otherwise repeat it sec 32 as to the six

months limitis useless and without any meaning It

must be noticed also in the case of Wheeler Gibbs

that the delay of three days given for the notice of ap
peal there in question was so short that the court

would reasonably not construe the statute strictly

specially in case of appeal the right to which is

always favorably viewed and protected as much as

possible by the courts Here the delay given is cer

tainly not short In Banner Johnston also remark

one of their lordships Lord Cairns seems to have been

greatly influenced by the consideration that if the

House of Lords could not extend the time after the

31
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1888 three weeks allowed by the statute the House would

GLENGARRY virtually be without jurisdiction or unable to exercise

EcTION their juridiction for about one half of the year con

sideration which does not apply here These two
asC ereau

cases of Banner Johnson and Wheeler Gibbs are

clearly distinguishable upon another ground In the

enactments there under consideratioii the proceeding

for doing which the courts held that the time could be

extended even after the expiration of the time fixed by
the statutes which ruled these caseswas aproceedingthat

could be done by one of the parties only The notice of

appeal could of course be given only by the appellant

and the extension of time be asked only by him Here it

is clear that the extension of time for the commence

ment of the trial can be asked under section 33 by

any of the parties to the petition and by the respond

ent as well as by the petitioner It is right common

to them both Now it is evident that it is only

within the six months from the date of the presen

tation of the petition that the respondenb can require

or have any object in asking an extension of time for

the commencement of the triaL If within the six

months the petitioner has not proceeded to get the

trial fixed and if he by his not proceeding leaves

the respondent undisturbed in possession of his seat

the respondent has no enlargement of time to ask

He does not require any or rather he gets all the

enlargement possible by the simple nonproceeding of

his adversary This again shows that the enlarge

ment of time permissible under section 33 must be an

enlargement within the six months mentioned in

section 82 Otherwise while this enactment would

within the six months apply to both parties it would

after the six months apply to the petitioner alone

And what again shows clearly that this limitation

of ixmonths was intended to be peremptory is that
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any other elector if the petitioner does not proceed 1888

can ask to be substituted for the petitioner at the GLIRRY

expiration not of six moiths but of three months so that EL0EOTION

even in such case the trial should commence within
Taschereau

the six months The petitioner is in default if he does

not proceed within three months and new petitioner

can be substituted for him But in any case the trial

must commence within six months At the end of the

three months in the first case the petitioner is out of

court but the petitiOn remains but at the end of

six months the petition itself is out of court if the

trial has not been commenced or the time therefor

enlarged

It has been further argued on the part of the respon

dent as one of the grounds in support of his contention

that the enactment of sec 32 as to the six months is

directory only and not mandatory that in yarious acts

where the legislature has intended that proceedings

should not be taken after certain time the clause

limiting such time contains the words and not after-

wards and as example of this we have been referred

to ch of the revised statutes sec 117 ch 82 sec

240 and to an Imperial Act To this the answer is

obvious When such clause has these words and
not afterwards it is plain and plainer than the pre

sent one there is then no room for interpretation

But fail to understand that we are to infer from that

where these words are not in statute that limitation

of time therein means nothing and that proceedings

for which time is limited can always and in every

case be done after the time so limited There are

number of statutes where clauses limiting time to do

an act or take proceeding have not the words and
not afterwards and yet such act or proceeding

clearly cannot be done or taken after the time limited

Take the very statute now under consideration the

ai
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ContrOverted Elections Act sec 12 thereof for instance

GLENGAREY Onaós that within five days after the service of the

EoTIoN petition the respondent may present any preliminary

objections he may have against the petition Now if
Taschereau

am not mistaken it has never been contended that

preliminary objections to petition could be presented

afterthe five days Yet the act does not say and not

afterwards Another similar instance of this is to be

found in section 51 of this very same act which directs

that party desiring to appeal to this court shall with

in eight days deposit $100 as security do not think

it could have been contended that an appeal could be

taken after the eight days though there are no nega
tive words in the clause The case Peacock is

in that sense There the right to appeal was given by

statute upon the party dissatisfied with the judg

ment applying in writing within three days to the

justice to sign case The appellant had allowed

more than three days to elapse before making his ap
plication he Court of Appeal quashed his appeal

We have no jurisdiction said the court unless the pro

visions of the act are strictly complied with Yet there

again the statute under consideration limiting the

time to three days had not the words and not after

wards

The case of Lord Lee has also been cited by

the respondent in support of this contention that an

extension of time maybe granted in certain cases after

the time first given to do any act has expired but that

case which was on an arbitrators award was deter

mined on the ground that the extension of the time

within which the arbitrator has to make the award

aniounts to ratification doctrine which clearly is

not applicable to the present case There as in Banner

.Jo/inston private interests only were in cou

27 Jo 24 404
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troversy and the parties to the cause only could be 1888

affected by any of the proceedings or by the result of GLENGARRY

the cause And that obviously is why the statute ELaroN

which governed that case not only allowed an exten-
Taschereau

sion by the judge of the time for filing the award

but also specially enacted that the time could he

extended by consent of the parties Now under the

act now under consideration there is no such enact

ment and clearly for obvious reasons such an

enactment would be repugnant to the whole policy

of the act It is evident that an enactment by which

the parties to an election petition could he allowed

by consent to enlarge the time for the trial thereof or

postpone it at their will and pleasure would open the

door to collusion between the parties which the legis

lature in so many parts of the act en.deavored to

prevent But the respondents contention is that

though the parties cannot by an express consent

delay the trial yet they may do it by much easier

mode that is tacitly and impliedly by both agreeing

not to proceed at all Ts it possible that the legislature

intended it to be so and that the parties can so be at

liberty to do indirectly that which they cannot

directly do and so openly defeat and nullify the

intention of the legislature

hold for these reasons that the judge in this case

proceeded wholly without jurisdiction and that all

the proceedings before him were coram non fudice

The appellant appeals from his judgment at the trial

and from that judgment an appeal clearly lies and the

objection to hs jurisdiction was clearly open to the

appellant as reason of appeal The judge decided as

question of law that he had jurisdiction and sec 50

of the act gives an appeal from the decision on any

question of law of the judge who tried the petition

need hardly add that if the judge had no jurisdiction
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1888 the Court of Common Pleas orders of the 1st and 17th

GLENGARRY of December could not confer on him any
ELECTION

CASE 10 give to these orders the effect of kind of revivor

order by which petition out of court was restored
Taschereau

and brought into new vitality cannot it seems to

me be seriously contended for It follows in fact from

what have said that in my opinion these orders

Were made without jurisdiction and are themselves

null and void would allow this appeal with costs

In the cases of LIslet Montmorency Quebec County

and LAssomption we recently held that there was no

appeal to this court under section 50 of the act because

the appeals therein were not either fromjudgments on

preliminary objections or from thejudgmentor decision

of the judge who had tried the petition the only two

appeals given by that section Here the appeal is from

the judgment of the judge who tried the petition

from which an appeal clearly lies

GWYNNE J.The election petition in this case was

filed in the Common Pleas Division of the High Court

of Justice for Ontario By rule 23 of the rules of court

enacted under the provisions of section 44 of 37 Vie

10 sec 66 ch of the Revised Statutes it was

enacted that

The time and place of the trial of each election petition shall be

fixed by the court and notice thereof shall be given in writing by the

clerk of the court by affixing the same in some conspicuous place in

his office sending one copy by the post to the address given by the

petitioner another to the address given by the respondent and

copy by the post to the sheriff fifteen days before theday appointed

for the trial The sheriff shall forthwith publish .the same in the

Electoral Division

By an order of the said Common Pleas Division of

the High Court of Justice made on the 17th December

1887 under the said rule No 23 the issues joined in

the said election petition were sent down to be tried

the town Qf Cornwall ilL the county of Stormont
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upon the 12th day of Tanuary 1888 TJpon that day

the trial court for the trial of the said issues and which GLENGARRY

EIJEOTtON

by the statute is made an independent court of record CASE

wholly distinct from the court in which the petition

was filed was opened as prescribed by the rule or

order of the Common Pleas Division Before

the trial was entered upon counsel for the above appel

lant the then respondent objected to the jurisdiction

of the said court to try the petition upon the naked

ground that six months had elapsed since its presenta

tion and he asked the learned judge to note his objec

tion whereupon the trial proceeded and at its close

the learned judge who presided at the trial court ren

dered his judgment in the following terms

From this judgment the now appellant has appealed

to this court on the ground

1st That the said trial court had no jurisdiction to

try the petition that the petition was out of court at

the time of the trial and that the judge presiding at

the said trial court should have so determined and dis

missed the petition

That the learned judge should not upon the

evidence have found in favor of the petitioner on the

charges of bribery by an agent and should not have

avoided the election and

That the learned judge erred in finding the pre
sent appellant guilty of bribery and his judgment

assuming that he had jurisdiction to try the petition

should be reversed so far as the finding upon the per

sonal charges is concerned

As to the first of these ojections am of opinion that

the learned judge had jurisdiction to try the petitions

and that he did right in proceeding with the trial and

that he not only should not have dismissed the petition

if he had had authority so to do but that he had no

Seep 456
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1888
authority to dismiss the petition upon the ground sug

GLENGARRY gested or upon any ground am of opinion that the

ECTION petitioii was not out of court at the time of the trial

and further that the reason suggested why the learned

judge should not have proceeded with the trial cannot

be made ground of appeal to this court against his

decision upon the trial of the matter of the petition

The trial court over which the learned judge who
tried the petition presided is as already pointed out

made by the statute wholly distinct court from the

court in which the petition was and still is pending

That Court was the Common Pleas Division of the High

Court of Justice for Ontario which court having by
the order dated the 17th December 1887 sent the case

down to be tried by trial court this latter court had

no jurisdiction to enquire or decide whether the peti

tion had or had not been sent down for trial regularly

by the court making the order for such trial

The Controverted Elections Act authorises the court

in which the petition is pending from tim to time to

enlarge the time for the commencement of the trial of

the election petition beyond the period of six months

named in the act if on an application for that purpose

supported by affidavit it appears to such court that the

requirements of justice render such enlargement

necessary Now the trial court had no right to

enquire or decide whether or not such enlargement

had in point of fact taken place or if it had whether

or not the order making the enlargement had been

obtained regularly at proper time or upon proper

material Questions as to the validity of the order if

obtained or whether any such order had in fact been

obtained were questions with which the trial court

had nothing whatever to do and upon which it had

no right to pronounce any judgment Its jurisdiction

was limited to trial of the issues sent down by the
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Common Pleas Division to be tried just as the
juris- 1888

diction of the old court of assize and nisi prius WaS GLENGARRY

limited to the trial of the issues of fact sent down by EoTIoN

the court in which the action was pending to be tried

by the court of assize and nisi prius the duty of

which court was to try such issues regardless of all

questions whether the case was regularly sent down

for trial or not or whether sufficient or any notice of

trial had been given or not or the like By sec 13 of

of 37 Vic ch 10 corresponding with sec 31 of.ch of

the revised statutes now replaced by sec of 50

51 Vic ch it is enacted that it shall be competent

for the judge who tries an election petition to decide

any question raised as to the admissibility of the

evidence offered or to receive such evidence under

reserve subject to adjudication at the final hearing

Apart from questions of law as applicable to the

evidence given questions as to the improper reception

or rejection of evidence seem to me to be the only

questions of law which can arise upon the trial of the

matter of an election petition The only matter in

respect of which an appeal is given to this court after

the trial of an election petition is by the statute

declared to be the judgment and decision of the

judge who tried the petition upon any question of

law or of fact that is to say as it appears to me the

decision of the learned judge upon the matters of fact

and law involved in the issues of fact joined upon the

petition and his decision if any there be affecting the

reception or rejection by him of evidence tendered in

respect of such matters of fact

It is the matter only of the petition as appearing on

the record of the case that is to say the pleadings and

the evidence which the statute authorises to be set

down for hearing in appeal from the decision of the

judge who tried the case with this addition that in
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case it should appear to the court that any evidence

GLENGARRY duly tendered at the trial was improperly rejected the

ELEoTIoN court may cause the witness to be examined before the

court or judge or upon commission From the above
Gwynne

clauses of the controverted elections act it appears to

me that the only matter which is appealable after trial

is the judgment and decision of the judge upon the

matters of fact and law involved in the issues joined

upon the matter of the petition and upon any question

of law arising in the course of the trial affecting the

decision upon the matters of fact as the improper

reception or rejection of material evidence

In the appeal case before us it appears although it

does not seem to have been offered or to have been

admissible in evidence upon the trial of the petition

that upon the 1st December 887 an order was made

in the matter of the petition by the Common Pleas

Division of the High Court of Justice where the peti

tion was pending which is in the following terms

Now it is think very obvious that the trial court

had no authority whatever to call in question the

validity of this order or of that of the 17th December

or to disregard them

The suggestion made to the trial judge before the

commencement of the trial to the effect that he had no

jurisdiction to try the case was vain useless and

irrelevant objection It did not submit to his judg
ment and decision any point arising on the trial

of or affecting the matter of the petition nor did it call

for nor could he legally make nor did he make

any judical decision upon it He simply proceeded to

try the case in obedience to the order of the court in

which the petition was pending as it was his dttty to

do Whether or not an order had been issued by the

Common Pleas Division within six months from

See 455
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the presentation of the petition for extending the time 1888

for the commencement of the trial of which order that-GLENGARRY

of the 1st December was btit in continuance were EcTIoN

matters not within the judicial cognizance of the trial

judge at all His judicial functions were limited to-1W

trying the matter of the issues joined on the petition

sent down to him by the Common Pleas Division

for trial Anything therefore which may have been said

by the trial judge in relation to the objection was as

it must needs have been quite extra-judicial for as

judge presiding at the trial court in obedience to the

orders of the Common Pleas Division of the High Court

of Justice of the 1st and t7th of December no question

could legally have been submitted to his adjudi

cation calling for or justifying him in giving any

judicial decision as to the validity or invalidity the

sufficiency or insufficiency of those orders The Com

mon Pleas Division was alone responsible for them
Under color however of an appeal from the judg

ment and decision of the trial judge rendered upon

trial of the petition upon the merits the case has been

turned into an appeal against the above orders of the

Common Pleas Division against which as was

decided by this court in the present term in the LAs

somption LIslet Montmorency and Quebec County

election cases no appeal lies whether the decision of

the court which made the orders was right or wrong

As an appeal to this court after the trial of an

election petitioii can only be from the judgment and

decision of the trial judge upon some question of law

or fact arising upon the trial of the matter of the

petition which it was competent for him and it was

his duty to decide upon such trial and as it was not

competent for him to call in question the validity of

the orders of the 1st and 17th of December or to

disregard them and as in point of fact he did not
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1888 make any adjudication or decision nor upon the trialGiof the matter of the petition was it necesary that he

EEoTIoN should have made any decision affecting the validity

of the said orders it is impossible in my judgment
Gwynne

that upon this appeal which is from the judgment
aild decision of the learned judge who presided at the

trial court upon the merits of the matter of the

petition point should be entertained by us affecting

the validity of orders not made in the course of the

trialnot affecting the matter of the petition which

was being triednot made by the judge of the trial

cOurt at all but by wholly different court-a point

in fact which it was not competent for the learned

judge of the trial court to haye decided and which

was wholly collateral to and forms no part of the

decision of the learned judge upOn the merits which

alone forms the subject of the present appeal

We should be very careful not to defeat the object

which the legislature had in view when it submitted

all questions affecting the return of members of par
liament and the purity of elections to judicial

enquiry in the courts of law and when after trial of

an election petition it limited an appeal to this court

to an appeal from the decision upon any question of

law or fact of the judge who has tried the petition

In the present case trial has taken place witnesses

have been called examined and heard upon both sides

the merits of the case have been fully gone into and

gravely argued by counsel and the learned judge

who tried the petition has pronounced the election to

be void for corrupt practices committed by the sitting

member and his agents whereby the sitting member

procured his return as member of the house of

commons FromthiS decision an appeal has been taken

.011 which tppeal the statute provides that it is the

record of the case as tried which shall be set down for

bearing in this court which record presents oniy the
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question whether or not the corrupt practices charged 1888

in the petition have been committed as the learned GLENGARRY

judge whose decision is appealed from has found them EcTIoN
to have been If we should now decline to adjudicate

Gwynne
upon an appeal from this decision of the trial judge

upon the merits so tried and adjudicated upon by him
and should so withhold from the house of commons
the report required by the statute to be made to it in

relation to the corrupt practices found by the trial

judge to have been committed upon the ground that

he had no jurisdiction to try the case and that the

orders of the 1st and 17th Dec made by the divisional

court and in obedience to which the parties came

before him and he tried the case were made without

any jurisdiction we shall convert the appeal from one

against the decision of the learned judge who tried the

case which is the only appeal authorised by the

statute into an appeal against the orders of the 1st

and 17th Dec and we shall thus fear be defeating

the object of the legislature which enacted that an

appeal shall lie only from the judgment and decision of

the judge who has tried the petition and that upon
such appeal it is the record of the case as tried which
shall be set down for hearing by this court and we
shall be assuming jurisdiction which as we have

already decided in the cases above mentioned we do

not possess

But assuming the point to be open upon this appeal

there is in my opinion nothing in it for

1st The time occupied in session of parliament is

in my opinion by the express terms of the act excluded

in the computation of the time allowed for every step

or proceeding in the matter of the petition necessary to

be taken in order to bring the petition down to trial

and in such case the six months from the presentation

of the petition had not expired when the order of the

1st of December was made and
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1888 2nd Even if the six months from the presentation

GLENGARRY of the petition had then expired the order of the 1st

ELEOTIeN of December was in myopinion good and valid order

within the provision of the statute as to enlargement
wynfle of the time for the commencement of the trial

Now that the time occupied in session of parliament

is not to be included in the computation of the time

allowed for taking the several steps and proceedings ne

cessary or authorised to be taken in respect of and for the

purpose of bringing the matter of the petition down to

triai and for the commencement thereOf is think

very apparent if we refer to the steps and proceedings

which are necessary or authOrized to be taken and to

the statute 38 Vie eh 10 the substance of which the

revised statute ch does not alter although by alter

ing the collocation of the sentences it creates some

apparent confusion

By 87 Vie ch 10 sec five days are allowed after

presentation of the petition within which it may be

served By sec 10 five days are allowed after service

for the respondent to file any preliminary objections

which he may have to urge By sec 11 five days were

allowed after the dismissal of such preliminary objec

tións if dismissed for the respondent to file an answer

to the petition and to serve copy thereof on the peti

tioner and it was by that section enacted that whether

such answer should or not be filed the petition should

be deemed to be at issue after the expiration of the

said five days and the court that is fc say the Court in

which the petition was filed was authorised at any

time thereafter upon the application of either party to

fix some convenient time and place for the trial of the

petition By sec 13 it was enacted that notice of the

time and place fixed for the trial of the petition should

be given not less than fourteen days before the ap

pointed days By section 14 and the subsequent see

tions to 21 provision is made for the examination of
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the parties petitioner and respondent after the peti 1888

tion is at issue and before trial for the purpose of oh- GLEIY
taming evidence to be used at the trial of which

ELEOTI0N

examination 48 hours notice is required to be given to

the party to be examined So in like manner by see

24 the petitioner or respondent may after issue is joined

on the petition obtain side bar rule or order of the

the court still meaning the court in which the petition

is pending requiring the adverse party to produce

within ten days after the service thereof under oath

all documents in his custody or power relating to the

matters in question such production being also for the

purposes of the trial and to be used as evidence there

at

Such being the proceedings neessary and authoriz

ed to be taken before the petition should be brought

down for trial and for the purposes of such trial

the 38 Vic ch 10 sec enacts that

Whenever it appears to the court or judge that the respondents

presence at .the trial is necessary the trial of an election petition

shall not be commenced during any session of parliamentand in the

computation of any delay allowed for any step or proceeding in

respect of any such trialor for the commencement of such trial under

the next following section the time occupied by any such session

shall not be reckoned

Now the only delays allowed for any step or proceed

in respectS of such trial are the several times al

lowed and prescribed for the several steps and proceed

ings required or authorized to be taken in order to

bring the petition down to trial as above extracted

from 37 Vic ch 10 there are no other steps or pro

ceedings in an election petition case either before or

after the commencement of the trial consequently if

the words and in the computation of any delay allowed

for any step or proceeding in respect of any such trial

are not construed as applying to such steps and proceed

ings no application whatever can be given to them

and they become in effect absolutely eliminated from

the statute The words such trial as used in this
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1888 section plainly apply to the previous words the trial

GLENGARRY of an election petition and the words such session to

EEoT1oN
the antecedent words any session of parliament The

2nd sec of 38 Vic ch 10 subject to certain provisions

Uwynne therein contained as to enargement of the time of trial

by the court and other matters to which it is not neces

sary here to refer enacted that the trial of every elec

tion petition should be commenced within six months

from the time when the petition was presented

Now ch of the revised statutes while it alters the

collocation of the sentences in 38 Vic ch 10 does not

in myjudgment make any alteration in the substance

It incorporates foi consolidation into one act the several

acts relating to controverted elections including the

several sections and provisions above extracted from

37 Vic ch 10 and as to the point now under considera

tion which is the consolidation of 38 Vic ch 10 with

37 Vic ch 10 it places the sentences of the 1st and

2nd sentences of 38 Vic in different order from that

in which they are placed in 38 Vic without in my
opinion altering the construction Thus it enacts in

sections 32 and 33 as follows

Sec 32 The trialof every election petition shall be commenced with

in six months from the time when such petition has been presented

and shall be proceeded with from day to day until such trial is over

but if any time it appears
to the court or judge that the respondents

presence at the trial is necessary such trial shall not be commenced

during any session of parliament and in the computation of any

time or delay allowed for any step or proceeding in respect of any

trial or for the commencement thereof as aforesaid the time occu

pied by such session of parliament shall not be included

If at the expiration of three months after such petition has been

presented the day for trial has not been fixed any elector may on

application be substituted for the petitioner on such terms as the

court or judge thinks just

33 The court or judge maynotwithstanding anything in the next

preceding section from time to time enlarge the time for commence

ment of the trial if on an application for that purpose supported by

affidavit it appears to such court judge that the requirements of

justice render such enlargement necessary

No tiia1 of an election petition shall be commenced or proceed-
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ed with during any term of the court of which the judge to try the 1888

same is memberand at which such judge is by law bound to sit

GLENGARRY
Now it cannot be doubted that the words such trial ELEcTioN

where they first occur in the above 32nd section relate

to the words in the commencement of the section the Gwynne

trial of every election petition and there is no rea

son whatever why when the same words occur twice

again in the same section they should receive any dif

ferent interpretationthey all refer to the same words

namely the trial of every election petition The

contention however is that in the sentence and in

the computation of any time or delay allowed for any

step or proceeding in respect of any such trial or for

the commencement thereof as aforesaid the time occu

pied by such session of parliament shall not be in

cluded the above words time or delay allowed for

any step or proceeding in respect of such trial do

not relate to the times and delays allowed by the

statute for steps or proceedings required to be taken in

respect of the trial of election petitions generally but

to case after all these steps and proceedings have

already been taken and the petition has been brought

down to trial of no trial taking place by reason of the

trial judge refusing to commence it because of the

respondents presence thereat appearing to him to be

necessary stage in the case of an election petition

when no steps or proceedings in respect to the trial of

it remain to be taken and for which therefore no de

lays are by the statute provided or allowed So like

wise it is contended that the words such session in
the sentence the time occupied by such session of

parliament shall not be included have not reference

to the precedent words in the section any session of

parliament but only to session during which

judge may have refused to try petition upon the

ground of his being of opinion that the respon4eut
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presence at the trial is necessary Such construction

GLENGARRY as have already shown in my observations upon sec
ELECTION

CASE 01 38 Vic cn 10 would render wholly nugatory the

words in the computation of any time or delay allow
Lwynne ed for any step or proceeding in respect of any such

trial for after the postponement of the trial by

judge upon the ground of the respondents presence at

the trial appearing to him to be necessary there is no

step or proceeding whatever necessary to he taken or

provided for in the statute and for which any delay is

al1o ed thereby The plain meaning of the section ap

pears to me to be that it is the trial judge who is pro

hibited from commencing the trial of an election petition

during any session of parliament if the respondents

preselice at the trial appears to him to be necessary He

is the person to form the opinion as to the necessity of

the respondents presence at the trial and he is to ex

ercise his own judgment on that question notwith

staüding that the petition may have been sent down

for trial regularly by the court in which the petition

is pending and the residue of the section is as was

sec of the Vic ch 10 for the purpose of provid

ing that the time occupied in any session of parliament

shall not be included in the computation either of the

times and delays allowed by the act for the taking any

steps or proceedings necessary to be taken in order to

bring the case to trial or for the commencement there

of The section then will read thus

The trial of every election petition shall be com
mØnced within six months from the time hen such

petitionthat is the election petition to be tried

has been presented and shall be proceeded with from

day to day until such trial is over that is to say the

trial of every election petition once commenced shall be

proceeded with until the trial is over but if at any

time it appears to the court or judge that the respou
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dents presence at the trial is necessary such trial shall 1888

not be commenced during any session of parliament GLENGA.RRY

that is to say if.upon the trial of any election petition EcTION

coming on at any time the respondents presence at
the6

trial or at such trial appears to the trial judge to be

necessary the trial of such election petition or such
trial shall not be commenced during any session of

parliament and in the computation of any time or

delay allowed for any step or pro.ceeding in respect of

any such trial or for the commencement thereof as

aforesaid the time occupied by such session of parlia

ment shall not be included That is to say the trial

of an election petition shall not in certain case be

commenced during any session of parliament nor shall

the time occupied by such that is by any session of

parliamentjust spoken of be included in the com

putation of the times and delays allowed for taking the

several steps and proceedings necessary to be taken in

order to bring the case of an election petition to trial or

kr the commencement of such trial This construction

gives effect to every word of the section while the con

struction contended for by the appellant absolutely

eliminates from the section or renders nugatory the

chief part thereof as already shown and the result as it

appears to me is that while the parties may if they

think fit during any session of parliament take all the

steps and proceedings necessary to be taken in order to

bring an election petition down to trial and ui ay even

commence and proceed with the trial yet they can

not be compelled to do so for the time occupied in any
session shall not be included in the computation of the

times and delays by the act allowed for taking the sev

eral steps and proceedings in the cause in respect of

bringing the case to trial or for the commencement

thereof This confess appears to me to be the true
natural and reasonable construction of the statute

82
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1888 Now as to the validity of the order of the 1st Dec
GLENGARRY assuming the time occupied in the session of parliament

EEOTION to be included in the computation of six months from

the presentation of the petition allowed for bringing
Gwynne

___ the case down to trial The petition was filed during

session of parliament upon the 25th April S87

the contention of the appellant is that upon the

expiration of six months from that date no rule of

court for enlarging the time having been obtained

during such six months the election petition was out

of court and that therefore the court had no jurisdiction

to make any order in it and in support of this conten

tion two cases are cited namely Whistler Hancock

and King Davenport In those cases orders

had been made dismissing the actions for ivant of pro

secution unless statement of the plaintiffs claim in

the respective cases should be delivered within certain

periods named in the orders and such periods having

elapsed without the delivery of such statements of

claim it was held that in the terms of the orders eo

instanti of the expiration of the periods named in the

orders the actions became dismissed and that there

after no motion could be made in them but these

cases have no application to the present case for the

statute does not what those orders did it does not

declare or enact that election petitions shall stand

dismissed or shall be deemed to be out of court unless

the trial shall be commenced within six months from

the presentation of the petition it simply directs as

matter of procedure that the trial shall he commenced

within six months from the presentation of the petition

with this proviso added in sec 33 of the act ch

ietised statutes that notwithstanding such direction

the court may from time to time enlarge the time for the

commelacement of the trial if on an application for

83 B0 D0 4O2
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that purpose supported by affidavit it appears to the 1888

court that the requirements of justice render such GLENaAER
ELECTION

enlargement necessary and with tms iurtner provis- CASE

ion contained in the 64th sec of the act that court

or judge shall upon sufficient causebeiug shewn

have power on the application of any of the parties

to petition to extend from time to time the period

limited by this act -for taking any steps or proceed

ings by such party Now in these cases of election

petitions the ends of justice may as much require after

as before the expiration of six months from the present

ation of the petition that the time for commencement

of the trial of the matter of the petition should be enlarg

ed as is the language of one of these sections or extended

which is the language of the other and as the statute

does not enact that the petition shall be deemed to be

out of court or shall stand dismissed at the expiration

of the six months from presentation of the petition un
less the trial shall before then be commenced or an order

for enlargement of the time for commencement of the

trial shall before then be obtained the case was still in

court and in the jurisdiction and under the control of

the court upon the 1st December and upon principle

as well as the reasoning of Banner Johnson Lord

Lee am of opinion that the order of that date

-was good and valid even though the time occupied in

the session be included in the computation of the six

months from the presentation of the petition allowed

for the commencement of the trial of it When the

legislatureenacted that notwithstanding anything con
tained in the section which directs the trial to be corn

menced within six months from the presentation of the

petition the court might from time to time enlarge the

time for the commencement of the trial if upon an ap
plication for that purpose supported by affidavit it

157 404
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1888 should appear to the court that the requirements of

GLENGARBY justice rendered such enlargement necessary and in

ELECTION

CASE
another section that the court should upon sufficient

cause shown have power upon the application of any
Owynne

of the parties to the petition to extend from time to

time the periods limited by the act for taking any steps

or proceeding by such party find it difficult to bring

my mind to the conclusion that the intention of the

legislature was that eo instanti of the expiration of six

months from the presentation of the petition without

an order having been made for extension of the time for

commencement of the trial the court should become

paralysed and its jurisdiction absolutely ousted how
ever much the ends of justice might require that the

trial should he Proceeded with and that the corrupt

practices charged in the petition should be investigated

but for the reasons already given this point is not in my
judgment of importance in the .present case Entertain

ing this opinion feel it to be my duty to express my
opinion upon the merits of the case as the only matter

which in my opinion is before us in the present ap

peal our duty in relation to which is plainly as it seems

to me plainly pointed out in the statute

The objection that the learned judge who tried the

case should not upon the evidence have avoided the

election on the ground of bribery by an agent appears

to me to be quite untenable and indeed frivolous in

view of what occurred at the trial After the examin

ation ofthe above appellant the then respondent taken

before local master before the trial had been read and

after his oral examination at the trial and after much

evidence had been given by persons who were his

agents and others as to the general conduct of the

election and after evidence had been given upon three

specifià charges of corrupt acts alleged to have been

comrnittd by one McKenzie the appellants agent by
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loaning money to three persons of the names of Vanier 1888

Saucier and Tyo with corrupt intent which charges GLENGARRY

are contained in items numbered respectively 35 EoTIoN

and 37111 the bill of particulars and after the respond-

ent at the election trial had given all the evidence he

had to offer in respect of these charges the learned

judge addressed the respondents counsel as follows

as appears by the printed case laid before us

will hear you Mr Cassels the question of agency being admitted

on the question of corrupt practices by the agent

Whereupon the learned counsel addressed the court

as follows

There is no doubt there is an agency As to the corrupt practices

by the agent am free to admit it just depends upon how your

lordship views the evidence am quite free to admit even if these

were bonii fide loans if the loans were induced or brought about by

reason of desire on the part of the agent to procure the votes or to

influence the votes whether the loans were bond fide or not sup

pose it would be within the statute cOrrupt act and the point

comes clown to the question of evidence as to what view your lord

ship takes about it There is no doubt the facts are suspicious

the very fact of having lent the money on the eve of an election

and the very fact as it were of negotiations for the loans taking

place at the time of meeting are all circumstances of suspicion

Then of course there is the evidence of these three men for what it is

worth to the effect that they themselves stipulated that they should

receive the loan as the price of their votes my impression is that

two of them really did not understand what they were saying that

they evidently talked French and rather in broken way but still

there is their evidence As against that there is only the evidence

of McKenzie Now cannot say one way or the other and it is for

your lordship to determine the fact It is really question of fact

for if you think the statement of these three men is correct that

they put forward as reason for the getting of this money that they

would vote or not vote then although the loans are genuine and

bond jide think within the statute it is corrupt act

That the question was as put here by the learned

counsel in effect only to be determined by the judge

according to the view he should take of the evidence

and of the credibility of the witnesses there can be no

doubt and the argument of the learned counsel seems
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1888 to me to convey internal evidence of the great difficulty

GLENGARRY under which he labored of withholding in his argm

E50TION ment an expression in justification of the judgment
which he expected from the learned judge namely that

wnne
the mofties were corruptly loaned His lordship in

reply to this argument of counsel appears by the case

to have said as follows

The way the evidence strikes me with reference to that is we find

an election meeting is being held of some character or another in

the interests of Mr Purcell on that evening that there are three

men who by some peculiar free masonry all learn that they can ob

tain money and they attend there for that purpose men whose

needs have been pressing for various periods of time but who never

had made any application in the same quarter for relief on that

evening they met and all three of them made application for loans

all three of them obtained promises of loans and cannot agree that

they did not understand what they were saying because took par

ticular pains to endeavor to ascertain from them after counsel

were through how they desired to place the facts think they

understood they were obtaining loans and were obtaining them as

condition for exercising their franchise and think the way that

was managed was this that Leclair and Rousseau used their in

fluence with these men to negotiate and that McKenzie advanced

the money and kept himself apart from any direct negotiations as

to the voting It seems to me that there isa clear lending of money

by McKenzie as agent using Leclair and Rousseau for the purpose

of working out the scheme

Upon hearing this enumeration of opinion from the

learned judge the above appellants counsel said on
these facts do not want to waste time explaining the

law Now upon this it appears to me that this was an

acceptance by the respondents counsel of the soundness

of the opinion of the learned judge upon the question

of corrupt practices by the agent and that the trial

would have closed here with the assent of the respond

ent without any appeal whatever if the petitioner had

been willing to waive all claim to judgment upon

that part of the petition which related to the charges

of the candidates connection with corrupt practices

committed by his agents for him tnd on his behalf
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and to the charges of direct bribery and corruption
1888

committed by himself personally But however that GLENGARRY

may be as the cases upon which the learned judge EcTION

expressed his opinion as above involved matters of

Uwynue
fact only determinable by himself and depending upon
the view taken by him of the credibility of witnesses

examined before himself an appeal from his deter

mination of such pure matters of fact can not be enter

tained consistently with the decisions and uniform

practice of this court to regard the decision of the

trial judge in such cases as final

upon the counsel for the respondent at the trial

having expressed himself as above stated as unwilling

to waste time explaining the law after hearing the

judges opinion on the facts the learned judge enquired

of the counsel for the petitioner Do you intend to

press the personal charges to which the counsel

replied Yes whereupon the learned judge said

shall declare the election void by reason of corrupt practices by

an agent so that whatever evidence you desire to further advance

will be as to corrupt practices by respondent for the purpose of

personal disqualification

To which the petitioners counsel replied

There are other agents

Upon which the learned judge said

As it has been said and well said do not sit here inquisitorially

Having accomplished the purposes of the trial on any issue shall

decline to receive further evidence for the mere purposes of enquiry

If the Parliament desire upon my report to have further inquiry

as to corrupt practices in the constituency it will be in their province

to appoint commission for such purpose- shall report as far as

the evidence now appears to me that corrupt practices did exten

sively prevail in the constituency

Now what the learned judge intended to con

vey by these observations was clearly as it

appears to me that being satisfied as to the

committal of corrupt practices by an agent suf

ficient to avoid the election and that corrupt practices
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1888 did extensively prevail at the election he would report

GLENGARRY the latter fact to the House who might instituteif they

ELOTXON should think fit further enquiries into such general

corrupt practice hut that he would only receive evi

dence during the remainder of the trial upon all per

sonal charges made against the respondent for the pur

pose of his disqualification

Now as to the objection that the learned judge erred

in finding the present appellant guilty of bribery and

that this judgment should be reversed so far as his

finding upon the personal charges is concerned The

argument of the learned counsel for the appellant upon

this objection appeared to me must confess to be

rested upon what think was hypercritical criticism

of certain passages in the language used by the learned

judge in certain conversations which took place be

tween him and counsel during the progress of the trial

rather than upon the merits of the case

The learned counsel for the appellant complained of

the manner in which the learned judge approached

and proceeded with the trialthat he took mistaken

view of the nature of the evidence required to sub

stantiate charges of the nature of those under consid

erationthat he ignored in fact the maxim that in

criminal case the accused is entitled to the benefit of

doubtthat in effect he first found that the advan

ces made by McKenzie referred to already as being con

tained in items 35 36 and 37 of the bill of particulars

were not made with the knowledge and consent of the

appellant and that notwithstanding he afterwards

gave judgment against the appellant that those ad

vances were made with his knowledge and consent

These grave imputations upon the conduct of the

learned judge who presided at the trial might well have

been spared without any prejudice to the interests of the

appellant as will appear think upon careful perusal
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of the proceedings as reported to us on the appeal case 1888

And as to the last of those imputations first The GLENGARRY

charges involved in items 35 36 and 37 of the bill of EoTIoN

particulars were that one McKenzie an agent of the Gw
respondent at the election gave to the respective par-

ties named in those items the respective sums therein

also mentioned for the corrupt purposes therein also

respectively mentioned and that he did so withs the

knowledge and consent of the respondent

When dealing with the learned judges judgment

upon the point of corrupt practices by this agent

have already shewn that after the respondent had

given in all the evidence he had to offer upon the

charge of the advances having been made corruptly by

the agent the learned judge addressing the respondents

counsel said that he would then hear him upon the

question of corrupt practices by the agent thus

expressly limiting the question to the first branch of

the charge and after hearing counsel and expressing

his opinion that there was clear lending of money by

McKenzie the agent for the corrupt purposes charged

he asked the petitioners counsel whether he intended

to press the personal charges and being informed that

he did the learned judge said that he would declare

the election void by reason of corrupt practices by the

agent McKenzie and that he would report that

corrupt practices extensively prevailed in the constitu

ency and that the trial should proceed upon the

personal charges

Now among the personal charges so to be proceeded

with were those that the three several sums advanced

by McKenzie to the respective persofls named in the

items 35 36 and 37 were so advanced with the know

ledge and consent of the respondent Those charges

were as much open as any other personal charges

against the respondent Hitherto the action of the
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1888 judge had been confined to an inquiry whether the

GLENGARRY advances had been made corruptly by McKenzie The

ETION charge of cOrruption in the respondent personally in

relation to those advances was in no manner concluded
Gwynne

by or involved in the result arrived at by the learned

judge as to the fact of the advances having been made

corruptly by McKenzie In fact of necessity this

latter question had to be determined first and

independently of the charge of corrupt knowledge and

consent of the respondent for the monies must be first

found to have been advanced corruptly by McKenzie

before the question as to their having been so advanced

with the knowledge and consent of the respondent

could arise Now that both parties at the trial were

well aware that the charge against the respondent

personally involved in the items 35 36 and 37

remained to be tried appears from this that after two

other charges of personal corruption had been entered

upon and judgment upon one had after argument of

counsel thereon been reserved and the other had been

dismissed as not proven the petitioners counsel with

out any objection or remonstrance whatever stated that

he desired to examine the respondent further in

relation to the three notes given by the three persons

to whom the monies had been advanced by McKenzie

in fact in relation to the personal charges involved in

items 35 36 and 37 and he did accordingly submit the

respondent to further long and searching examination

bearing upon those items and the respondents general

conduct during the election and his credibility and at

the close of the case as shall show by-and-bye the

learned judge not only without objection or remon

strance of respondents counsel but with his consent

proceeded to express the orinion which he had formed

on the charges against the respondent involved in thse

three items and in the charge upon which he had
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reserved judgment known as the Kennedy charge for 1888

the apparent purpose of curtailing the proceedings and GLENGARRY

dispensing with the necessity of taking further ETcTTON

evidence upon the very numerous charges of the

respondents personal connection with the very general
wynne

corruption which in the opinion of the learned judge

as already expressed had prevailed in the constituency

at the election

Now some discretion must be allowed to judge

presiding at the trial of so very numerous charges

of grave nature as to the mode in which the trial

shall be conducted and the time when it may without

injustice be closed and when the mode adopted meets

with the approbation and consent of counsel employed
at the trial as it appears to have done in the present

case it seems to me confess to be strange that this

mode of conducting the trial should afterwards be

impugned as grave error in the judge and should be

made ground of appeal against his judgment
The imputation that the learned judge ignored

the maxim that in criminal case the accused

is entitled to the benefit of doubt and that

he took mistaken view of the nture of the

evidence required to substantiate charges of per
sonal corruption which are attended with such

consequences as the disqualification of the candi

date rests not upon anything in the matured judgment
pronounced by the learned judge after an apparently

very careful and complete consideration and analysis

of the evidence bearing upon the points dealt with
but upon conversation which passed between the

learned judge and the respondents counsel during the

progress of the trial

At the close of the evidence given in relation to the

Kennedy charge the learned counsel for the respondent

having been called upon to say what he had to
sar
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1888 upon this charge argued to the effect following

GLENOARRY say it is not proven In the first place understand that this

ELECTION charge is one of personal disqualification and under the authori

CASE ties when it comes to criminal charge the court requires larger

Gwynne
amount of evidence than in the ordinary cases of avoiding an elec

tion in fact there should be the clearest possible conviction

Upon which his lordship is reported as observing

There should be belief

Upon which the counsel for respondent continued

Positive belief If it is doubtfulif the evidence is of doubtful

character.---then it being of criminal nature the court will find in

favor of the respondent

Upon which his lordship observed
desire personaLy to say have no rule of evidence differing in

criminal from that in civil case nor vice versd whether man is

to be muicted in sum for damages or imprisonment When proof

has to be given and the proof is given whether criminal or civil the

consequences must follow draw no distinction having regard to

the result The conscience of jury or judge must be satisfied and

when the fact is found let the consequences take care of themselves

Upon these observations is based the grave charge

that the learned judge took mistaken view of the

nature of the evidence required to support the charges

and that he ignored the maxim that person should

not be convicted of crime upon doubtful evidence

and that in ôase of doubt the accused is entitled to the

benefit of it whereas less prejudiced and more candid

criticism would think lead to the conclusion that

the learned judge was guilty of no such error as that

imputed to him and that what he intended to convey

and what his language does convey in this conver

sation is that with the tonsequences resulting upon

the finding of the facts in issue he had nothing to do
that in civil as in criminal cases the common rule is

that when the proof which has to be given in order to

establish fact in issue is given the consequences

must follow and that whether the trial be by jury

or by judge without jury the conscience of the

jury or the jidge as the case may be must be satisfle
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that the proof necessary to establish the fact in issue is 1888

given and then when such fact is so established GLENGARRY

neither jury nor judge have anything to do with the
EEcTioN

result so reading the learned judges observations do

not see in what they are open to objection and that Gwyiine

this is the proper reading of them appears further

from this that the respondents counsel having replied

to them that

No finding of facts shou1dbe given uness the judge satisfied as

to the truth of the facts

The judge concurred in this observation of counsel

saying

Quite so think we may agree upon that definition of the rules of

evidence

The minds of judge and counsel having been thus

brought into accord upon the subject of this little

interlude the learned counsel proceeded with his

argument to its close insisting upon the insufficiency

of the evidence in his view of it to establish the

charge and the learned judge reserved his judgment

to which shall now refer for the purpose of showing

how unfoundd is the imputation that the learned

judge took mistaken view of the duty imposed upon

him on the trial of these charges

Upon the opening of the court on the morning of

the 13th January the learned judge having asked the

petitioners counsel to what particulai point he then

proposed to direct his evidence he replied that he

proposed to show that the candidate had knowledge

of the general corruption which prevailed at the

election After some further remarks passed between

counsel and the judge the latter who had apparently

employed the previous night in studying and

weighing the evidence bearing upon the charges

as to the knowledge and consent of the candidate to

the advances made by McKenzie to the persons named

in the items 35 36 and 37 and upon the Kennedy case

addressed the counsel of both parties as follows
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1888 may say that have made up my mind withont announcing

GLENUARRY
what conclusion have arrived at on the evidence of Rousseau this

ELECTION relted wholly to the three advances made by McKenzie and the

CASE evidence in respect of Kennedy It may be that if declare my
opinion in respect of that counsel may feel justified in acting upon

WYRUO it or may not if the counsel desire it will give it

To this suggestion counsel consented that is to say

they consented to the learned judges then announcing
the conclusion he had arrived at upon these charges
The respondents counsel does not appear to have then

entertained the idea that the personal connection of the

respondent with the advances made by McKenzie
mentioned in items 35 36 and 37 was no longer

matter before the court or to have been taken by

surprise at the judges intimation that he was then

prepared to give judgment upon those charges as well

as on the Kennedy case nor did he either then or

after hearing the judgment complain that in the

judges then giving it there was any irregularity or

anything whatever of which the respondent had

reason to complain on the contrary he assented to the

learned judge giving his judgment who thereupon in

clear and exhaustive review more especially of the

evidence bearing upon the charge that the advances

made by McKenzie were made with the knowledge
and consent of the respondent and also of the evidence

in the Kenneçly case announced the conclusion at

which he had arrived He pointed out that the whole

matter he had to decide depended upon the credit to

be attached to the evidence of the several persons who
had given evidence and in judgment which no one

think can read without being convinced that the

learned judge was fully impressed with the responsi

bility of the duty he was discharging and was most

anxious to arrive at just conclusion and to proceed

only upon what appeared to him to be undoubted

evidence he concluded as follows

feel bound therefore with regard to the evidence as to Kennedy
tQ credit the evidence of the bookkeeper credit it entirely
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discredit the evidence of Kennedy where it is contradicted and 1888

find with reference to that1 that out of monies of the respondent GLEN tOW
under the direction of the respondent the witness Evans his book-

ELEcTION

keeper paid to Kennedy one hundred dollars for the purpose of CAss

being used in the election and in order to induce Kennedy to

Uwynno
procure the return of the respondent

consider this evidence at this point not only in respect of the

particular charge but also in connection with the evidence of Rous

seau and what took place at Martintown and finding as do against

the bona ficies of the action of the respondent and against his evid

ence in respect to the transaction with Kmnedy the conclusion to

my mind is irresistible that Rousseau is telling what really did occur

when he states that the respondent instructed him that the money

might be advanced and that he was to give that information to

McKenzie for find that the conduct of the respondent is con

sistent alone with such line chosen for himself and that the state

ment of the respondent that he gave no such instructions_-that all

the monies advanced by him were advanced for ordinary business

purposes loans upon security of personal credit or responsibility

and which he purposes calling inis not consistent with his conduct

is not consistent with what was done by McKenzie at Martintown

is not consistent with his dealings with Kennedy
therefore find that the action of McKenzie was under instruc-

tions with the privity consent and knowledge of the respondent and

that the money which was paid out by McKenzie was paid out of

monies which werelaced to his credit by the respondent and that

the use of those monies for corrupt practices in respect of which

have already avoided the election was with the knowledge and con

sent and under the direct instructions of respoiident

The learned judge thus held that what evidence the

respondent gave in his own favor was not worthy of

creditas was neither the evidence of McKenzie nor

that of Kennedy where he wa contradicted and being

of that opinion it was impossible for the learned judge

as he very clearly shows in his exhaustive review of

the evidence to have arrived at another conclusion

than one in affirmation of the truth of the charges

With conclusion so arrived at upon the ground of the

view entertained by he judge who tried the case as

to the credibility of the witnesses and the degree of

credit to be attached to that of each we cannot inter

fere without reversing numerousdecisions of this court
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1888 and transgressing the inviolable rule that in such

GLENGARRY case court of appeal cannot interfere

ELECTION

CASE

Uwynne

Having announced his judgment as above the

learned judge asked the petitioners counsel if he

desired to offer any further evidence and being an
swered in the negative proceeded with his judgment

as follows

There must be time appointed for the trial of corrupt practices

The parties who will be summoned for that trial are the three parties

who received the money atMartintown namely saucier Tyo Vanier

McKenzie and the respondent and also Kennedy do not add

to those names he name of the bookkeeper because am not clear

upon the evidence that he knew although he might have suspected

the purpose for which the money was given and he was acting under

the direct instructions of his employer it would have been more

correct if he had assumed more independent position in reference

to it but give him the benefit of the doubt in my mind as to the

reasons of his conduct and therefore do not require him to be

summoned
With respect to Rousseau there is no direct evidence that he

did more than act with McKenzie and Purcell at Martintown

should have added his name to the others did not think and

am shut up to the conclusion that he supposed he was acting upon

the strength of the section which read to him and was giving his

evidence under the protection of the section If had not given

him that information would not have been free to leave his name

out from those who are to be tried for corrupt practices

find as fact that the evidence he has given is reliable evidence

and that his statements were true and being given in the interests

of the public and for the purity of elections think would not be

carrying out the spirit of the clause if after such information should

require him to answer at the court for the trial of corrupt practices

have extracted this latter part of the judgment of

the learned judge it seems to show how careful he

was to give to every one the benefit of any doubt

existing in his mind upon the evidence the contrary

of which was so freely imputed to him in the argument

addressed to us on behalf of the appellant

In my opinion the appeal should be dismissed and

the judgment of the trial judge should be maintained
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and reported to the House of Commons as provided 1888

by the statute GLENGARRY

Appeal allowed with costs ELECTION
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